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The Child's Bible. 
Every lover of Scripture makes a Bible for himself within our 
large one. He may read the 66 books from a sense of duty or profit. 
But there are portions t.iut he loves*which he reads time and again. 
These are the Bible within the Bible that lie has made for hiiiself. 
Any Bible used long and efficiently by one person has this s'ory 
to tell, rorn edges, penoillngs, thumbmarke plentiful here, and 
large sections of clean pages there show what the owner may n ver 
have dreamed, that he has his personal edition of our common Bible. 
This is inevitable* And it is our highest tribute to the bock 
of books. 
An ilitistration of this. In the Lincoln kuseum in Washington 
: the house where lie died, is an old fashioned sheepskin Bible. Its 
whole appearance tells that the fly leaf Inscription is not idle 
or false. "A.Lincoln, His Book," Prom long and intimate acquaint­
ance this man said,"Bible is the best gift Cod has given to man." 
But a closer view sows one section whose edges crumble from count­
less turnings. He devoutly believed the whole book was the word of 
God,but his OYm book shews that the gospels were uniquely the word 
of God to him. 
Tills Bible within the Bible which every scripture lover makes 
simply because he cannot help it has an application to ages as 
well as yo personalities, for instance, when a young person has 
reached the curriculum stage for L'acaulay's "Warren Hastings", or 
Burke "On conciliation", or the first study of logic, set him also 
at Paul's Romans. It is as closely reasoned as the otliers. A 
masterly piece of argumentation. It makes its appeal to the same 
logical and historical powers, This is true of the book as a whole. 
Of course fragments may have been a delight previously, but this 
is the time tft learn step by step the most powerful argumentative 
defence of evangelical Christianity. The book of Foid&as is eminent-i 1 1 
ly a student's business. P^The child's Bible is distinct from that 
of the youth or adult. The way to a child's heart is through the 
story. And here h%s spiritual guide is perculiarly fortunate. 
Ho other literature is so rich and varied in story mate ial as our 
scriptures. If we get the child's point of view, and use the mater­
ial rightly, before a child learns to read he may have an uncon­
querable  love  for  the  B ib le .  
/ 
/ 
The Point of View. / 
Let ne illustrate what I mean by point of view. sometimes if 
you are out on a busy street wi th a child of two or foir years, 
/ 
kneel down until your eye is on a level with his. You are in the 
ga$e v;orld,-same buildings* erne people* same sidewalk, same dogs. 
But it all looks different. Have you tried to point out a cerain 
object to a child when -t seemed hard for him to locate it from 
your descriptionT Stoop down beside him and describe it then. He 
propably will not have the same difficulty in finding it. 
Theft a child is tired and fretful and you lift him in your 
arms, why does the change make Mm stop crying and begin to take an 
interest ih his surroundings? One reason may be that he lias left 
his old familiar point of view, of which he was weary. He sees 
things differently,- of course he is interested. This child's 
point of view should not be forgotten. 
If Paul ever had any ehildred, there is no indication of it 
in the known facts of his life or the inferences from his writing. 
If when a child he talked, thought and felt as a child does, he 
certainly had put these things far away. They were in his 
illustrations signs of the Immaturity that we should i ave behind 
us. He had done so. And that "* s one reason why the epistles are 
not for children. He had forgotten his own childhood. And he never 
had those home relations that gave him the viewpoint of the child. 
There is not a child's story in the epistles. One passage is 
included in the list following (I cor. 15) but not because it is 
a story. Rather because it is one of those immortal paragraphs that 
even'- youth should memorise. There is no reference in the epistles 
to a child (or individual), there are on y instructions to children. 
TTe have no Knowledge anywhere of a child in connection with t&e 
apostle's life. 
A profound Bible student once asked me to take the espisties 
nd rewrite then for children. He spoke of tlils ae a great, need. 
But it is an impossible task. It is not simply that the apostle's 
words (and the translators') are not such as appeal to chi dren. 
There Is the inherent difficulty that the writer did not have the 
child's viewpoint. He had put away childish things,—nay more, the 
things of childhood. His personal religious experience, his 
exposition of Christianity, hi - style f writinc, are for the 
adolescent and a&ilt, not for the child. As far as six feet is 
abov •> threefeet, so far is his thought above and di ferent from 
theirs. 
Dr.Beorge E. Dawson based his study of children's interest 
in the Bible on 1000 selected cases. Hot a cingle boy from 8 to 20 
I 
expressed a preference for one of Paul's epistles. A small number 
of girls did frra 19 to 20. The apostle's 'nfluence is evidently 
confined quire closely to mature years!' 
In the character of this greatest man of the Christian 
ce turies here is one startling deficiency. How much vaster his 
influence might have been could he have said with a later vTorthy, 
"Come, let us live with,our children." 
Better still, could he have learned thl« lesson from the 
Lord whom he did so much to glorify. For Jesus was the exact 
opporite of Paul in this. Children throun the Cospel story. Herein 
Jesus is emphatically the teacher's teacher. How often our modern 
child study movement has. looked to him as its great prophet. For 
example and comparison, Paul (Acts and Epistles) occupies nearly 
as much space in the Hew Testament as Jesus. The ratio is 5 to 6. 
1. Ths Child and His Religion, -p.70. 
Yet Paul'8 port 1 on fum":shes but 3 of the selections for children 
embodied In this work, while Jesus' five 34. The actu&l words of 
Paul o cupy many times as much space as Jesus' words do, Yet 
Paul writes but one of the passages following, while 13 are given 
in the words of Jesus,—incomparable stories, concerning one of 
which Charles Dickons said it was the finest ever written. Jesus 
stooped to the little ones,—and conquered them. If they sh uld 
stop singing his preaises, even now the very stones would cry out. 
For to them "belonrefcJi the Kingdom of Bod." The first Bible 
interest, as Dawson's figures show, is in + h6 stories of his btrth. 
And while during childhood and preadolescence the Old Testament is 
the favorite, by £0 years 70$ of boys and 90$ of "iris prefer the 
gospels to all other Biblical books0 
He not only had the viewpoint of the child, he insisted that 
it was indisponsible to men. "Except you turn and become as little 
children ye shall in no wise enter into the Kingdom." In seeking 
their point of view we are emphatically walking in his steps. 
1. Dawson,—The Child and His Eeligion. -p.7£-73 
Three Characteristics. 
We return,then^ to our illustration of the point of view 
of the child whom Jesus has placed in our midst. When I get my eye 
on the level of the child's,I find three charactersstics of his 
outlook, on life. The ground Is very lear. Low objects are homelike. 
The upward look is habitual. These characteristics are as typical 
of his mental as of his physical viewpoint,—as typical of his 
moral and religious as of ®af his mental. They apply to the Bible. 
They apply to Bible stories. They apply esecially to Old Tes r-
amewtt stories. 
The ground is very near in the child's paint of view. Our 
educators of late years have emphasized the fact that the child 
repeat© in his experience in a few years the progress of our race 
through the ages. The "recapitulation" is not exact. It does not 
even approach exactness. But it issugrestive. According to it our 
child of 3 to 6, the years denoted "Early Childhood", represents 
the patriarchal period of o r race history. The family is  Il ls  
entire interest. From 7 to 10. "Later Childhood", he is in tie 
clan eriod. The cirlie is larger but still quite local. From 10 
to 14, "Boyhood and Girlhood", or "preadolescence", the race epoch 
is the tribal or monarchical. "The Gang" is the typical boy 
allegiance. 
The Old Testament is peculiarly the child's b ok because it 
represents ^ust these stages of development* Its pictures of p 
patriarchal life are unsurpassed. Then the tribal organization 
follows. These tribes increasingly developed their common interest 
through the work, of Judges and prophets, iJitil the time was ripe 
for the monarchy. Abraham, Joseph, Moses, famson, Samuel, David, 
the wonderful stories clustering about these names cover exactly 
the race progress which a child "recapitulates" during the years 
above mentioned. These stories mean more to him than they do to 
an adult, because he Is nearer to them. Again the Hebrew mind and 
language were childlike. The Hebrew, even more the Oriental in 
general, loved the story form. He perfected it from short, proverb­
ial sayings to long and exquisitely finished narratives. He have 
no such racial genius for story telling as did they. And no such 
language is our tool. Their language was like a child's. It 
had noabstract words, ethlehem Ephratah means "House of bread In 
the midst of fields." It is merely a description, for Bethlehem 
was the granary of the best wheat district in Judea. Their 
words were thus descriptive pictures. Chinese writing is called 
ideographic because t2ie character meaning tree is literally a 
drawing oa a tree conventionalised. It is indeographic/ in a 
neCii&nlo;il sense. The Hebrew is in a more real sense, for the words 
were descriptions of the objects. It is this fccrtly that makes 
Hebrew poetry so magnificent. we try to translate it into our more 
ex&ct and almost scientific prose, and endless misconceptions 
result. But "the gift of God in the Holy Scriptures s a gift <o 
to the imagination.* And while we stumble and quarrel over the 
meaning of the words, the child feels them, ruch magnificent 
pieces of image y as hoses' song of triumph at fheRed Sea (Exodus 
15) andf Psalm 104) appeal strongly +o he child of 5 to 8. 
Again, these stories speak a universal language. Livingston 
told them to the blacks of central Africa the first time they had 
seen a white man. Yet few have loved them more or found so much 
in them as the blind Scotch seer*-1 George ha the son. His "Represent­
ative Hen of the ible" is a classic. As he there points out 
•childhood reproduces from age to age that which is dictinctive of 
man, that fthich is neither Greek nor Egyptian nor Roman. 
1. Horace Bushnell, quotes in Houghton,Telling Bible Stories.p*23-3L 
(D 
but simply human." The men of Israel are as fresh as the dew of 
the morning because they have a child's heart in them. They 
are the one group of universal men. 
In saying that in the child's point of view the ground is 
near I mean simply this universal, elemental Quality of child 
nature. They have none of our conventions,—until they learn them 
from us. There is no neneer. The Bible stories of Abraham, Joseph 
hoses, Sanson, and David reflect this as no other v/riting does. 
They are as generic, as representative, as childhood itself. But 
they are elemental in the best sense. If ferocity and bloodshed, 
trickery and deceit are sometimes shown there, it is because 
these things are common to man. There is vastly more of these 
Elements in firy t les and folk lore. But the Bible differes from 
these in the presence of lod which saturates it. Kan has his face 
toward Ctod. If he turns away to other things he is leaving his 
birthright. 
Second. Low objects are homelike. The lower the point of 
view the narro wer the horizon. The more prominent near objects 
become. A child does not have a wide outlook physically or mentally 
He see8 but one thing at a time. Especially is tht object is within 
his ovm experience. A child's instinctive attraction to another 
child is known to all observers of young humanity. Two will 
find themselves together in a room full of grown-ups. And they 
often feel more in common with +2ie lower animals than with adults. 
Their range of experience seems more similar. 
How the Bible d<£«s not about in an imal stories. It is 
neither Aesop's Fables nor Indian jungle tales. But it has what 
1. Introduction, p. 8. 2. Ibid.p.20 
is better,—a wealth of highly religious and poetic interpretation 
of nature. The ravens help God in caring for Elijah. rtork and 
cony, ant and lion, all are carrying out the Creator's purposes. 
The firmament itself (Psraia 19) bears its witness to God second 
only to his law. *hile at the beginning this may not be as super­
ficially attractive as talking birds and manlike cogs, it ev-ntuilly 
takes much stronger hold, TO ~et the Bible interpret tion of nature 
especially to get it in childhood, is a real asset to any man. 
llor are stoeles about children very numerous. There fire 
hoses and Samuel (the latter story a classic on the religious 
experience of children*) Kaenan's little captive maid, and above 
all the Behtlehem babe. But of much greater Importance is the 
child character of these old worthies. Though Adam has the physical 
stature of a nan, his mental attitude is essentially that of a 
child. Samson is nothing but an overgrown boy, instietively dear 
to the boy heart. The Exodus story,- who can read it Without seeing 
In Israel a mass of primary children starting off to school? That 
else are their whins and caprices and inconsistences than those of 
children? Many of their experiences are repeated in every hone. 
While eve would in no^f w1.se rate the Old Testament above the New 
in value, the selections following, 69 fron the Old Testament and 
40 fron the Pew Testament, show how distinctively the Old Testa­
ment is the children's bock. It is because of its more primitive 
nature, its less complex c&a aoters, its less developed 
standards that it is more homelike tothem. The low objects are 
more faniliar in their point of view. 
Third. They have the upward look. Parents, buildings, trees 
they must look, up yp They s and on tiptoe to examint the contents 
Of table, drawers and shelves. They \>:nt to clinb,- It matters not 
so much on '••hat so they can clamber up. They want to grow tall. 
re room all our habits of body, inu .atry and safety kep our eyes 
down. The older we grow the more we stoop, the fcander It Is for us 
to look up. And. other things besides age make us look down. A 
San HSdley is arrested In the rater Street Mission,—arrested by 
the Gospel for n choree, not by the police. fle Is -born again". 
Amazed and sobered he roes out and loke a child looks up and sees 
the stars. "That Is the first tine I had looked up or ten sears." 
That is Tart f the curse of sin. But children are by nature / 
astronomers. "They seek the things v/hich ore above." Their faces 
are toward the limitless spaces. They livein a realm of ever 
expanding wonder. Young of the "flight Thou-hts" said, "An undevout 
astronomer Is mad." Whether that be so or not, every child has a 
sense for God. Fe do not mean by this that children know anything 
about God, but that there is a ouick rejponse in their nature to 
instruction regarding him. There s a capacity. They will -pe-aX of 
him as naturally as of their other friends, if only their rt rents 
will ijisely Intro uce them. 
Fhere shall this introduction begin? Our first authority 
on child study, O. Stanley If .11, has said that the proper point 
of beginning religious education is with these same Old Testament 
stories. Not only does the child "recapitulate" the race develop­
ment in social and governmental lines,- he summarizes also its 
religious development. No otner form of religious ̂ instruction is 
so well adapted to early religious training as these narratives. 
And their greatest value is the sense of the presence of God 
they everywhere carry. 
xJie upward lock and fitretch of body is but suggestive of 
the upward, reach of religious life possible during childhood, years# 
Thomas Hood touched a chord that has all to wany responses when 
he wrote; 
•'Twas hMt a childish ignorance, 
But now His little joy 
To know I'm farther off from heaven 
Then when I was a boy. ° 
How aany adults realize thisI T2iey have passed out of natirve trust 
and confidence of childhood in God without ever having acquired 
a firm, seasoned foundation for religious life. Here is our great 
loss. Parents can use the years of upward loch, when by nature we 
are open to religious impressions, to establish that sense of God 
• God-eonsdciisness• it has been called, of which the Old Testament 
especially is filled. If they only would, there would be fewer who 
in after years of regret would look back to think of religious as 
"a chi dish ignorance", Treaven lies about us in our infancy, "in 
this sense". The child life is perfectly open. The matierials are 
plastiG. The reach of life Is upward. It s the golden age of op­
portunity for teahers and parents. 
That, Then, and How. 
That: are the portions or the Bible especially achp ted in horn 
and content to the years of childhood? They must be intelligible 
and attractive in sty e. And their teaching rawt —rlicable to 
the developing mental and spiritual faculties. 
Pour methods been in use to bring Biblical material to 
the urrolding mind of childhood. First, the traditional but now 
practically extinct practice of starting a child •In the beginning" 
of Genesis, to read through to the close of Revelation. Then we 
consider the wonderful variety of Scripture mat erial and the 
violance done by thie Puritan method to all laws of pedagogy, v/e 
have little regret at the passing of this method. It is a task for 
later adolescence (16-20) or mature years, not for childhood (5-10). 
Second, books which retell^ the 52ible stories. Some older readers 
may remember "Line upon Line" of this class of books, r • Pleasant 
Sunday Afternoons with the Bible" of later publication. Sometimes 
the book is carefully selected mil worthy. Sometimes it has no 
greater credential than +hat of a thoughtless pastor who has looked 
at the pictures and hear the memorized prospectus of the book agent. 
To save his own time, and on the theory that any means by which even 
a little Bible instruction gets into -he homes is legitimate, he 
gives a list of families "'n the parish and a letter of commendation 
for the book. That the majority of such publications, no mat+er how 
pious in intention, fall far below the standard, anytrained pastor 
or educator knows. They should be recommended and purchases with 
great care. At their best they are T#®2#sented by such excellent 
volumes as Dean Hodges' "Garden of Eden" aid "Castle of Zion." But 
>Jv 
even these volumes hove limitations in use and are not an adequate 
meeting of the responsibility of the home for rural and religious 
instruction. 
VC-6- P 
Third, is the too coition i.ethod of turning the whole matter over to 
the fund y School, The graded system of instruction new in general 
use has the nearty commendation of educators. Rut nee, as winy 
of our leading school men are frankly saylnc, the problems of moral 
and religious training are the most fund m ntal and critical in 
education, the hour-a—week of the best ?UJ day School Is scant re cog 
notion of these vital Interests. This still holds where there is 
hone coopeation with the nunday instruction,. The most enthusiastic) 
Sunday nrtbool workers see the necessity of supplementary v/ork in 
the homes. Practically the only alternative to these three methods 
is that of intelligent selection and presentation of Biblical mat­
erials by child trainers. To t;.is task and to the** persons 
the present study is addressed. 
Such selection begins and deals largely '-ith *he story fom. 
Then tlie Hichness of the Bible in this regard is r eeagnized, the 
material IS abundant. Just as play, "the Jolly old nurse" of child­
hood is one of the mast effective ;eans of Is urnir.g to vcrk, charm­
ing children into using every awakening power as it develops, so 
the universal love of stories is the open d-Oe in the great protn-
lems of Biblical teaching and religious education. If these nat­
ural educators are properly utilised, it is like travelling with 
wind and tide instead against them. Put the Bible stories do 
not furnish all the materials available. The poetic portions,with 
their chaste yet stirring appeal to the strong sensuous na'.-ure of 
children add much. Later on certain longer sections o>.r» d entire 
books stand out as especially appropriate and attrac'i,re, both in 
style and material, as will be considered later. 
On the advantages and dangers of following the method of in­
terest and curiosity, the following by Klrkpatrick is worthy of 
repetition. Though written of general education, it applies fully 
to Biblical: 
•Wie old fasliioned discipline 01- rod and ferule,wielded as-
cording to fi^ld rule®, compelled the scholastic prisoners to leam 
ineir trade, rjid thus e fective intelhctual workmen were often 
turned outrn who had per fori® d difficult and -npleasant tasks till 
they had no thouht of hesitating at any drudgery. Unwise attenpts 
to carry out the imperfectly understood doctfline of interest have 
developed intelJe ctual laziness and repugnance of effort, 
"Properl-1-understood and applied, however, the doctrine of 
interest w 11 emancipate, not enervate, children intellectually. 
Just as a free laborer does a vast deal more vrork than a closely 
watched slave, and does it with a pi asure and self respect that a 
slave can never feel, so does the child, working under the stimulus 
of interest, accomplish far more intelie ctually and morally than 
the uninterested urchin who slaved at his task under tie watchful 
eye of the old-time teacher. 
•Interest that is e clue t ion ally valuable is not that which 
pleases and amuses (though a little such interest is helpful, espec­
ially with - oung chi dren), b t that kind of interest which causes 
effort to be put forth in order to r-atisfy the hunger for knowledge* 
The real test of interest is not how much pleasure do children get 
out of study,but how much effort do they put forth in pursuing 
it. curiosity,like play, may be the stimulus to an license 
smoknt of what would otherwise be drudgery." 
Fundamentals of child Study, p.176. A standard work, valuable 
for parents aUd ministers as veil as teachers. 
V 
'Fhen 
"Perhaps no device pertaining to education has ever risen to such 
sudden prominence In public interest throughout the world as the 
77) 
Binent-Siraon measuring scale of intelligence.^ The Binet-siiaon 
scale* best Ignovm product of the important work is psychology of 
the late Alfred Binet of Paris, is simply a series of tests arranged 
in scale of increasing difficulty, d esigned to measure the intelli­
gence of children betv; en 3 and 13 years. In applying these tests 
and comparing the results with the age of the child, the retarded, 
nor&l, or advanced mental development of the individual 1b ascer­
tained. But more important than the indivi dual application is the 
ferre nt in the educational world and the possible readjustment of 
curriculum resulting from new insight into mental development and 
the ages at which specified instruction is must readily understood. 
We are begimvng to see that even fairy stories and childrens' tales 
in general should be used v/ith much more regard to the time when t 
+hey come to children. 
Ifhen,then, should t.is varied Biblical mat"rial be given to 
childrenT The graded 1 sson system is v/ell Resigned to meet this 
demand in the Sunday School. And to a certain extent in the home, 
also, if there is intelligent cooperation here with the school. 
But beyond this, no help in home study has yet appeared that re­
cognizes these later important developments ineducational psychology 
The passages Iiere given have been carefully graded with this in 
view. They are arranged, not in t..e Biblij0̂ ! order, nor according 
to topics {thugh this for convenience is done in the Indexes),but 
according to age. Biblical instruction nay under normal e nditlons 
begin vrith the third year. This is the firet year that preents 
mental development of sufficie?it breadth, for instance, as to 
enable tests to be devised in the Binet-Simon scale.Narratives for 
this yrar 
KV JonnnnT of + —i _P iftl /v_. Vv i alh_w Hlh 1«. m A C-. 1 (W 
are grouped together. They are of necessity brief,and. deal with 
subjects within the experience of every child. By the fourth 
year at latest the parts of short stories are connected in a child's 
inind so as to give a fair idea of the story as a whole, so greater 
complexity is poslble in this year than before. These fourth year 
passages are the second group. Likewise the wateri Is are arranged 
for each succeeding period. 
Tills grading will not suit every child. Some will be wore 
advanced,some more retarded in this ;articular line of development. 
And this advancement or retardation in this direction does not nec­
essarily indicate that such a child is above or below the standard 
for his age in complete mental outfit. It may simply reflect the 
atmosphere and emphasis of his home environment in this field of 
training. One b<$ry, for instance, proved quite a "sermon taster" in 
this field, being one to two years in advance of normal in lis know­
ledge of Bible stories and characters. He was a minister's son,and 
had had daily training from infancy.. He nay have been no brighter 
intellectually than other children of his age, but he was a "special­
ist4' here. The grading by ages which follows has been given both 
theoretical study and practical testing. It is believed that it is 
applicable to the child of normal development,especially if such a 
course of training as is outlined here is undertaken in early child­
hood andfollowed out continuously to girlhood and boyhood. 
The years primarily considered are those known technically as 
childkoof, 5 to 10. A further list, however, deals with girldhood 
and boyhood, or preadolescence, 10 to 12 or 14, whose mental and 
religious interests are sufficiently similar to permit of such treat-
Wont. After 12 or 14, the years which mark puberty and the beginning 
of adolescence, these interests change so radically as to reou?re 
separate treatment. The significant physical changes of this r>er-
iod are scarcely nore pronounced than Its mental and religious ones. 
One word further on tiie Then of Bible teaching.. Experimental 
psychology has shown that both bodily and mental activity are at 
their maximum Just after breakfast. Tith the exception of light 
rises after eating, they decrease throughout the day. Kenee un­
questionably the best tine for religious instruction is Just after 
the morning meal. Even though the restlessness of children because 
of highest physical vitality makes long is traction at this time un­
desirable, it is better pedagogicully to take a shorter time when 
powers of imagination and attention and interest are full than to 
take a longer time later in the day when a child is more quiet be­
cause he is weary in mind and body. In devotional training we are 
not always best heard by nod or the children "for our much speaking? 
The second time of psychological opportunity, as every parent 
knows, is at bedtime. Here in the dark and silence interruptions 
are less frequent and confidences nnre natural. Wow,too, suggest­
ions and impressions have nothing to drive them away, and nay re­
main fallow In the unconscious hours of sleep. It is someti es well 





The spell of childhood memories and associations we all know. 
'Unconquerably and for life we love the places and objects that sur­
rounded our early years. Sometimes re are able out of sentiment to 
keep them about is. hore happy still are v/e if cWjeots thus h&llQwed 
were so wisely selected as to live for their usefulness as well as 
for their sentiment. 
One serious objection to the boohs of Bible stories retold 
referred to above lies here. The wealth of that child.ood affeoticn 
attaching to these books has but a sentimental value in after years 
for the books themselves are outgrown =-;nd usually lost. Every child 
1 has a strong tendency to love that which brings hinpleasure. If 
tills aifectlon is for the Bible itself insteod of a book about the 
• Bible, it becomes an increasingly useful factor in adolescent and 
adult life. In early childhood (3 to 6), before little ones learn 
to read, we may and ought to begin an attachment for the Bible that 
can never be outgrown. But we can do so only by using the Bible, 
Again, the verbal memory i^ strongest in later childhood (6 to 
i 
10) and in boyhood ind girlhood (10 to lg or 1«). Never hse the 
English language been written so simply, strongly,purely as in the 
translations of the Bible in common use among us. Dean ITodges,whose 
excellent books have been referred to, is a master of diction. But 
even his retelling of these stories cannot equal in this respect the 
Bible original. Tfiien our children are in the plastic age, they 
should hear and read constantly from the Bible. Such familiarity 
Ruskin considered the "one essential part of my education.* 
And Daniel rebster, our gi%atest orator, isreputed to have said* 
•If there is anything to be commended in my thought or style, I owe 
it to an early love of the Scriptures.* These <&e years of keenest 
verbal memory. Familiarity with tie best is the antidote for the 
Prom early chiidh odt then,Bitle stories should be told from 
the Bible. Here is the triangle of religious training:-the parent, 
the Tible and the child. 
As to method, I) believe the following is best. First, let 
the parent or teacher study the narrative,-its aim, language, dra­
ma tio possibilities. Ef a child is young and restless, tell the 
story with such explanation^ and addition (Kept always in the spirit 
of the narrative) as will create interest and attention. If inter­
est is aroused, there *111 he abundant invitation to -tell ** again 
Then it can be read from the Bible. Always let the Bible itself be 
recognized as the source, and rhenever possible the text. Children 
will thus come to love the Bible before that can tell one word 
from another. The crude theological notions of c}jAldh.od will and 
ought to change with later years. Buts its affections and companion­
ships usually do not. One of the opportunities childhood offers us 
is the forming of these enduring attachments, for life's best 
things. Surely the Bible is among them. The parent is the Key,for W 
to the beginning of adolescence moral and religious conditions are 
determined chiefly, almost wholly, by environment and training, 
,. -i o made here to retell these For these reasons no attanP* 13 naa® 
stories, liost could never be so weLl told in any other way, The 
aids given are desiEned to put within quick and easy possession of 
parent and teacher the suitable narratives S°r Eiven ages, the 
points of emphasis in moral and relicious trainine, and the settlne 
of the passage. In other words, this is designed as a handbook or 
Guide to child trainers as they work out the wonderful possibilities 
of the Bible in the golden years of childhood. 
Repetition and Development. 
A leading apprentice once came to a great teacher and said, 
Teacher, I told soi.e children a beautiful story, and now they Keep 
teasing me to tell it again and agct n. I have humored them abd 
repeated it often,—I think seven times. Have I done wrong? The 
great teacher smiled as he answered, No, it is not wrong to tell 
it seven times If they continue asking, suppose you tell it to 
them seventy times seven, 
TJjb mental equipment aiut control of infants Is very limited. 
Hence each new acquisition is practiced time and again. It may be 
a new muscular coordination or a new syllable. And early childhood 
largely retains this characteristic of infancy. The materials for 
Biblical istruction in the third and fourth years may be few,but 
they bear almost endless repetition. As tills appetite lessens,the 
appropriate materials increase. But throughout childhood both the 
desire and the desirableness of repetitlton remain. Children are 
but beginning that development of attention which enables a prac­
ticed adult to grasp and retain varied details at a single hearing. 
The average adult, having developed this power through years of 
concentration, has all too little patience with +he cravings of 
children. And when one hears "Tell it a&aln'" ̂ or hours at a time, 
he way well be pardoned if it grwos monotonous and he grows impat­
ient. Yet this craving for favorite stories is both nat ral and 
right in children. 
The following suggestions may be helpful. As a matter of our 
own mental devlopment, it is well to try to repeat the same story 
in as many di ferent ways as possible,coming back occasionally to 
the wording of the text. And while some children have a verbal 
memory so strong as to notice even the change of a word,usually they 
too enjoy this recasting of the familiar materials. Again, it is 
often wholesome to $um the tables and practice then in td line the 
story to us, And some tines when a new story is demanded it is well 
to reply, "As soon as you can tell the last one well, I will hav> 
a fine new one ready for you,* in general, a story should not be 
dropped until it has become quite familiar. And even then it 
should be taken up again frequently. 
Development. 
Delightful posibillties for the development of these stories 
are limited only by our time and ingenuity. Investment of either 
or both surprises even ourselves. 
They maybe developed in chidren's play A boy of four 
called a good sized box the ark. All his playthings were put aboard 
and he and his sister climbed in. Imaginary rain inundated the 
house. •Mother,mother,the flood is coming, get Into the srk!» 
And when she replied that she was busy, he responded, "*urry,mother, 
or you'll get drowryied an(* never be able to work a-y more. You know 
all the a cod people got 5P.* This was irreststable. Jericho's 
wall3 and Jerusalem's may be built and overthrown,either in blocks 
mud or sand. In mud—pie days, Israel's bricks may be made with and 
without straw. In he spring the boys may sail boats from Joppa 
to Tarshish,—they will enjoy it much more than to have so such 
call for geographical Pagination. The is easily produced, 
though there be no "great fish* to swallow runaway Jonah. David's 
sling and Jonathan's bow ami arrows are a part of every boy's birth­
right. An ordinary game of tag is &ade quite estraordinary when one 
is Pharaoh and chases the poor Israelites across an imaginary Red 
Sea, A sand pile may be transformed into Palestine's hills, and be 
peopled by patriarchs and apostles. Thus, ad infinitum. 
In more serious wise, an older sister may be Miriam, ,nd 
cheerfully care for the baby Moses, even though the real Wile does 
not float his basket. Kaeman's little captive maid may attend a aide 
father, ince small children still run away, the older ones may go 
out searching as he shepherd did for the lost sheep. And Good Sam-
aritajy^ deeds are not uncalled for on our streets. Bathtub storms 
may be miniature Galilee's. At meal times, our boys and girls may 
be Daniel* Hananiah, and the rest, and may purpose in their 
hearts not to eat "the King's dainties* to the injury of their 
stomachs. At evening modem Samuels may go and lie down,and hear 
God's voice speak through the lips of father and mother. Children 
take all such suggestions readily. Imagination is at its fullest 
development in the fifth arfl sixth years, and they delight to 
•play*, even at their work. 
Whatever artistic ability a home po ssesses may be put at the 
disposal of our Biblical teaching. Drawings of Bethlehem's 
wise men's camels, shepherds' dogs and sheep do not need great 
artistic merit to be much appreciated. Scissors and the advertis­
ing p8if©s of our magazines furnish unexpected resources, Mere we may 
find the occupants of Daniel's den, or a travel advertisement nay 
supply a good picture of Abraham and his tents. Perry pictures 
, , _ , . and more perfect, though not and other similar series furnish l^er 
always move priced and useful materials. 
Erratic instict is strong in childhood. They love direct 
discourse. Tvro boys may settle modern guarrels by one being 
Abraham and the other Lot, and carrying out in modified dialogue 
4 
from the spirit of the patriarch. Even before they can read t.oey 
can take part readily in s ch exercises. In retailor stories, 
practice enables direfct discourse to be largely used. It gives vi— 
vacity and lifelllceness. Ho* striKlnftly jsssus uses it, as in the 
•unrighteous steward* of Luke 16:1—8,—a good model to ;dy. 
Certain stories may effectively be connected with their ap­
propriate seasons. The spring,when «ven in cities a few peas or 
oeans from the pantry m?y be.planted in a bot or box to be watered 
and watched with eagerness,offers a psychological setting for Ceiv-
esis 2, the sotry of God's garden,which he plants and waters,and 
gives to man to care for for him. Mark 4 is also a spring story,— 
"A b°vrer " ent forth to sow. * 
Current events likewise often make excellent handles for 
taking up a Bible story, "hen a Titanic sinks, and papers are full 
of pict res 5* slilps and wrecks, T?** f'he story of Paul's shipwreck. 
When reports of an Ohio Valley flood are talked over in every home, 
the Genesis flood is more real, and hence more impressive. Should 
another earthquake and -ire destroy one of O'tr cities, connect 
it with the destruction toy these same agencies of Sodom and Gomorrfc . 
These informal means and occasions in teaching leave the deepest 
impression. This is almost as true with older people as with child­
ren. I' shall never forget the thrill that passed over a large group 
of graduate students when a venerable university- president in chap! 
read hoses' song in E*odus 15, "His fchosen captains are sunk in 
Japan's sea." It was the morning after Nogi's great victory over 
the Russian fleet in the Sea of Japan. There a S'.-nee in which 
we should strive to be opportunists. 
llore seriously, even in childhood stories i r y  be developed 
along the line of Biblical his tory,geography and customs. Mrs. 
Barnes found the historic sense developing rapidly from 7 years on?^ 
Bauson studied the interests of 1000 children in the Springfield, 
Hass.,schools,and found that both historical :nd geographic intersts 
were beginning to be prominent at 10. Ke concluded that from "9 or 
10 or to 13 or 14 children are naturally Interested in the historicl 
— 11— i _ * 
1. Studies in Education, pp.43-52, 83-93. 
2. The Ghilti and His Religion, p. 74,ff. 
and geographic elements of th» ible. childhood likes a 
nap almost as veil as a picture if it is intelligently explained. 
Eyegate always aids eargate. Such an admirable book as George 
. Smith's "Historical Georgraph of the Holy Land* is a revela­
tion of new posibilities to child trainers. A good one volume 
Dictionary of the Bible, such as that edited by James Hastings will 
add innumerable details as to dress, homes, customs, treesju flowers, 
S21&x%»*K2&x**jsx characters, etc. In California, for instance, the 
physical character! sties will be found to yield many similarities 
to Palestine's, as in seasons, climatic conditions, and flora. Thus 
not only geography can be associated with Bible training, but el­
ementary teaching insolence, art, and literature, what we need 
is to domesticate the Bible in our homes. If we try, 
it can be asso dated with every department of our life. Then 
this is dche, we need not fear that our chiifiren- will forget it 
as they grow into mature life. 
Course Reading and X'eraorizing. 
By the end of the third year separate parts of a si^ort story 
are connected so ks to give unity of impression. By the 5th and 
6th years, imagination, that great servant of religion,has reached 
its maximum. About this time also an interest In history begins to 
awaken. And soon after the ability to read opens new worlds to our 
; young explorers of the universe. These developments make the perus­
al of connected narrative n°t only posible but attractive. The 
closing years of childhood,and boyhood and girlhood.need stronger 
meat than the isolated story. 
This correlating instinct may first be developed by bringing 
! together the separate maiihers of story cycles. Thus out of the story 
units included in the following list fairly connected cycles can be 
made of Abraham, Joseph, hoses, and David in the Old Testament. 
A. little later the unit can be enlarged to a historic period, as 
that of the patriarchs, the exodus, and the early monarchy. This 
constructive • ork with familiar materials can be made ery attractive 
with proper guidance, und a penitent addition to knowledge. 
The next step naturally comes in assigning sections of some 
length for reading. The story of Joseph is admirable as a beginning 
In continuous Bible reading. Its beautiful diction and easy narrative 
style taken in connection with its portrayal of home life in its 
lights and shadows, nd its final triumph of integrity and love make 
it a model. 
The books of First and Second Samuel form one of "he finest 
bodies of story literature we possess. The parent,keeping ahead 
in the reading, can offer suhh explanations as may be necessary of 
imperfect moral standards and the effects of wrong-doing as Mrs. 
Buskin did in the quotation given below. These works of darkness are 
in the world today and our boys and girls will meet then all in 
street or Playground or school. wM 1a .acaitflintance with them su.oi^djTP/t 
be'hastened, since they will encounter them inevitable it 1b better 
that when they do it they should do it in +he home,with the Bible, 
where vice is never attractive and sin always receives its punish­
ment. Many parents sincerely desire to talk with their children 
naturally yet frar.kly regarding the delicate subjects of sexual tempt­
ation and the strength of being clean in body and mind,yet fail to 
do so because of lack of suitable occasion. If habitually they 
read the Bible together, what better and in -re nat Tal opportunity 
can be found that such a story as that of Samson? This strong man 
has that dash of humor and dare-deviltry vrtiich make him the typical 
boy hero, his strength is God's gift, yet when that gift is used 
inselfish gratification, it cannot save him from the blinding, 
grinding, binding, destroying power of sin. 
Genesis, likewise, is a mine of story material. But however 
excellent as a whole, it needs careful supervision in plac s. Por­
tions of the narrative of Lot and of Ho ah may, in fact are liable to 
be harmfully suggestive to boys unless, brought home to them inSOE1o 
such way as l.rs. RusXin took with John, 
For the purpose of the present study the qpiestions of critical 
Bible study are largely immaterial. However,for the benefit of 
pastors and technical Bible students it nay be said that in general 
the Old Testament mat rials for children are drawn chiefly from the 
older sources, the prophetic rather than the priestly or *•}sdom 
v/r ters. Such a story as that of the exodus should nave omitted fr^w 
it for boys and girls the longer legal portions. 
In the hew Test anient, authorship and literary characteristics 
are so much better established that it is easier to consider its 
materials under the heading of its chief authors. These are Paul 
and John, Uatthew, and KSRK and Luke. The 41 Mew Testament passages 
which follow are distributed as follows: Paul, 11 John,51 liatthew,9» 
hark, 7; Luke, 19. Paul has already been considered. From the 
standpoint of personal reliegious experience, s^Y1©* <-m<i mental view-
i 
j point he is not a writer for children. He is the theologian. John 
| stands with Paul as not havi ng the child's point of view. He is a 
. rays tic. No recors of the life of Je sua could be complete without 
bringing in the Master's fondness for children. Yet there Is not a 
child in the fourth gospel. Nor yet a parable in the strict sens©, 
TMs book is not a record of Jesus' life so much as it is an inter-
pretatlon of his personality. It is description rather than action, 
I and the s^Y*© is greatly involved, re would gladly have included in 
i ~ 
the selections following such a passage as the feetwashing of John 13, 
but its diction and structure are difficult even for adults.. John's 
gospel like Paul's letters is not children's reading. 
Matthew is more adaptable. His decidedly Jewish cast, his 
frewuent Old Testament references, his institutional view of Christ­
ianity, all militate against the highest usefulness of the gospel 
for children. For this purpose, Matthew occupies a middle place 
between Paul and John on the one hand and the children1 s writers, 
Mark ;md Luke, on the other, 
hark, i lay be char act Ti zed as the boys' gospel. He was Peter's 
amanuensis. They were the two mercurial,impulsive, "boyish* char­
acters of the New T steiasht. The very abruptness of the gospel test­
ifies to this. There is no introduction, no uonelusion,no sermons! 
There are only two discourse sections, chapters 4 and IS. "Straightway 
is the characteristic v/o d of the book. Its action is quick, its 
sketching of men and scenes bold and strong. It was traditionally 
written for use among the "dwellers in Italy" and it has the Roman 
characteristics of strength and order. In it Jesus makes no claim 
in opening his ministry to supernatural origin or nature. He simply 
lives with the disciples u~tll inastonishiaent they say, "Thou art 
the Christ!" No one else could speak,act,live,love as they saw 
him do. Nark's was the first gospel to be written in point of time. 
| W ' 17 
I It ts also the first In appropriateness for connected eadlng -or 
1 children. 
i 
LuKe is the literary artist of the few Testament. He is the 
only non Jewish writer. He had the literary genius of the Ireek race. 
He had trained power of observation .nd accuracy of description which 
few but those schooled in some branch of science acquire. His prao-
! t1ce as a physician gave him a Kn.wledge of and sympathy with women 
i and children that no ether Hew Testament writer possessed. He telle 
us most of what we Know of JeSUs' mother and the events that preceded 
and followed his birth. He alone gives us an Insight into Jesus1 
home with its toil and pverty. He alone tells us Of Jesus' infancy 
and youth,that he grew as other boys crew, and obeyed his parents as 
all children should. He tells us much of what e Know of Jeeus' 
soci 1 life, how he went to people's houses, ate with then,lived with 
them. He alone preserved for us the finest of Jesus' story illus­
trations, the parables. Finally, he alone tells us that Jesus not 
only welcomes the children and tooK /time to talK with them,but that 
he also encouraged the mothers to b ring their babies to him that he 
might taKe them in his arms and bless theraPHis gospel has been 
c-lied by eminent scholars, both for its style and V&s content,"the 
I x (£) most beautiful booK ever written.* 
fTo among hev Testament writers for children ue place LuKe 
easily first. Both liis gospel end the Acts have the qualities that 
recommend them for use in later childhood and preadolesence. For 
continuous He Testawent reading,then,we recommend first Mark's 
terse, stirring narrative of events, then LuKe'8 beautiful story of 
Jesus' life and his accurate, thrilling portrayal of the struggles 
of the early church in the Acts <&f the Apostles. 
1. hat the w and Mark tell of the bringing of children, but 
LuKe alone uses the word for -lie ba es, 
2. Penan first, followed by others. 
KemorizI ng. ^ ( 
John Fuskin's place is so unique*especially among stylists, 
j 
i' as to warrant the following account of the Jiblical tr ;Ining that 
produced it, The quotations are fic m his autobiographical sketches 
in "Praeterita.* 
"I have next to chronicle with deeper gratitude what I owed 
to my mother for the resolutely consistent lessons which so exercised 
me in the Scripture as to make every word of them familiar to my ear 
In habitual music, — yet in that familiarity reverenced, as transcend— 
inn; all though, and ordaining all conduct." 
•This she effected, not by her own sayings or personal author­
ity, but simply by compelling me to read the book thrnaugh for myself# 
As soon as I \ras able to read with fluency, she began a course of Bible 
work with me,which never ceased till I vent to Oxford. The read 
alternate verses with me,watching,at first,every intonation of my 
voiue,^n'i correcting the false ones, till she made me understand the 
verse,if within my reach,rightly and energetically, it might be 
beyond me altogether; that she did not care about; but she made sure 
that as soon as I got hold of it at all, I should get hold of it by 
the right end.* 
"In this way she began at the first verse of Genesis,and 
went straight through to the last verse f the Apocalypse; hard names, 
numbers, Levitical law, and all;and began again at Genesis the 
next day. If a name was hard, the better the exercise in pronunciation 
if a chapter was itrescme,the better lesson in patience,-if loathsome 
the better lesson is faith that there waB some use ill its being so 
out spoken. * 
"And truly, though I have nicked up the elements of a little 
further knowledge,-in ma thenib ti cs. meteorology, and t3ie like, in 
after life,- and owe not a little to the teaching of many people, 
this maternal in tal lation of my mind in this property of & aptersp, 
! I count very confidently the ia st precious, and, on t::e whJle, the 
I o e essential part of all ray education." 
i 
"The one essential part of my education"! hot Oxford,but 
! reneral familiarity with fhe Bible, and especally a group of z* 
j 
chapters memorized in boyhood! It is customary for college profes-
| eors to place considerable importance on i&epiorlsf ng literat re.But 
! the averare college student does not view the practice with favor! 
It is irksome. Ke is too old to do it vm th the greatest ease,and 
' probably his training was too long neglected. The receptivity and 
I ret£Etlveness 0f even a young child.s brain is probably as great ue 
t at of the adult. Any development in memory v/e may make is largely 
a matter of training in habits of attention and methods of clas­
sifying,— what psychologists call developing centers and paths of 
association. And while this development nay go on well into Jflpture 
j 
j life, depending on the amount of exercise it receives, the pfeastlolty 
of the brain decreases after puberty. We gain in poy/er of concen­
tration, but we loose in elasticity nd retentlvenose. The climax is 
reached in the earLy teens. 8 to 1-4 may be called the "golden 
memory period." During this tine, if rightly stimulated by interest, 
surprising feats of memory may be produced# It is not .ice, us is 
sometimes done even yet, to make meraorig. ng a punishment for wrong­
doing It has a tendency *9 lake the chod dislike the task. Our 
first duty is to make him love the Bible. 
Care should be taken not to carry memorizing to or beyond the 
The list hrs.Ruskin had John memorize was Ex.IE and 20; 2 Saia.1,5, 
17-24*, 1 Kings 8; Psalms 23,52,90,91,103,112,120 and 159; liJtxsx 
Prov. 2,3,8 and 12; Isaiah 53; it.5,6,7;* Acts 26; I est*.13 and is; 
James 4; Rev. 5 and 6# Compare with tlie list given later. 
2. Kirkpatrick,Fundamentals of hild Study, 269-271. 
; point of fatigue. The younger the child, the more quichly he tires. 
At 6 or 7 children should not he expected to do any one thing that 
required application more than ten minutes without rest or change. 
Gradulally this endurance time increases to forty or fifty minutes. 
It has frequently "been noticed "by teachers that recess improves powers 
of application^ The signs of fatigue are understood by most parents,-
wandering: of mind, increased effort to attend, and restless or fidgety 
movements. These are the danger signals beyond which it Is not wise 
to run. Usually + he best results are had by talcing a few minutes 
i 
at several different times of day. It is not so much the amount of • 
time as the persistency with which the course 1s followed that 
brings results. 
The later selections included In this study are not chiefly 
in the story form, but are given with the desirability of memorizing 
in view. The Lord's prayer and Psalms 23 and 100 are good starting 
points. Any child v2io begins here at four and goes on until,like 
Ruskin, he has SE chapters at his comm nd, will have laid .the founda­
tion of a literary education. But of greater importance titan the 
i 
ineradicable feeling for language tis the feeling for Ood. Prom the 
standpoint of character-forming, early pernorixing of t. e Script" res 
I 
i cannot be too highly recommended. Most of these memory-selections 
are from the Psalms. In t is connection it is interesting to note 
that Dawdon finds that interest n the poetic b oks begins at 9, 
rises to its maximum in the llth and 12th years, and. then riecllne^T^ 
Its period of ascendence is almost exactly coextensive with the 
"golden memory peil od". 
Kirkpatrick^ Fundamentals of child Study, p.329. 
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5 Years to 6. 
Infancy Has two periods.- The first is that of complete de­
pendence* physically and mentally, its duration is roughly 9 to 12 
months. Thephysical change that marks its close is dentition, "Baby 
has a tooth!" has more fundamental significance than most fond 
parents suspect, 
The second period of infancy is almost as dependent so far as 
mental initiative is concerned. Physically the rapid, increase in 
power of ®aaxstinxii<scp| locomotion opens new ranges of experience. But 
still the life of the child is inseparable from that of the parent. 
In the third year, usually late in that year,there cones a 
physical and social independence that marks the close of Infancy and 
the beginning of childhood. Initiative now develops in play,or 
when suggestion is given, it is Allowed independently. The explor­
ing career begins,—he vffeG^es to find °ut for himself,—which means 
the development of self consciousness and self-dependence. The sense 
of fear appears strongly,—a protective instinct without which even 
the fittest would stand scant chance 'of surviving. For as the sense 
of independence and curiosity sends him out exploring for himself, 
the "fraid cat" instinct sends him scampering back home to mother at 
unusual experiences for protection. 
Kere is the psychological t-'me for beginning Biblical in­
struction in a definite plan. The story needs telling over and over, 
with no necessity for variation. In this stage,reading the story 
is as a rule not successful. Attention is too inconsistent. . 
The fourth year shows development of the power of association 
of ideas and of attention which much increase +he range of material 
available, hifferftnt parts of . short narrative are connected so as 
to give a unified Impression, 
The fifth and sixth years 3how a marked Increase of this as­
similative p wer. They are sufficiently similar as to make divi­
sion between them in story intereest and moral and religious teaching 
unnecessary. Imagination is strong. This makes fairy stories and 
myths arPB^al. There are no "wonder stories* at this age. The 
miraculous n ed not to be considered. The more concrete the story 
the better,—it should deal with actions and things. Subtle analysis 
of m'-tives. or characters in entirely out of place. Characters should 
be like the little girl "when she was good was very,very good, and 
when she was bad she was horrid." Savage justice and r et&ibution 
do not offend. Simplicity, concreteness, directness are the touch­
stones to the story interests of these years. 
Early Childhood 
Third Tear 
Luke 2. 8—20. Shepherds. 
Kt. 2:1-12. Wise Men. 
Ex. 2:1-10. Moses. 
Mk, 10:13-16, Jesus and Children. 
1 Sara. 3:1-20. Samuel. 
Fourth Tear 
Gen.2:4-17, God's Garden 
Gen. 3, The Sequel. 
Gen. 6:13-22 
7:13-24 Flood 
2 Ei. 5:1-14 or 27, Kaaraan 
Pe. 23. M. 
Dan. 6:1-23, Lion's Den 
Lu. 15:5-7, Lost Sheep 
Lu. 19:1-10, Zaccheus 
Rev. 7:9-17 God's House 
? -6th year 
Gen. 28:10-22, Jacob's Ladder 
1 Xi< 17 Elijah Fed 
Mt. 21:1-11 Triumphal Entry 
? - Later 
Fifth and Sixth Tears. 
Mk. 4:1-22 The Garden 
Mk. 15:12-38, Crucifixion 
? - 7th yr. 
Gen. 4:2-12, Cain and Ahel 
Gen. 12:1-9 Abraham and Lot. 
13:2-13 or 18 
Gen. 18:1-8, Abraham and Angels 
Ex. 7:14-2^ 
9:13-35 The Plagues 
12:29-36 
Ex. 14;3-31 Red Sea 
15:1-21 
flu. 13 and lh:l-10 3he Spies. 
1 San. 16:1-13 David Chosen 
" 17 Goliath 
Dan. 1 King's Dainties 
Jonah 1 3 
2:land 10 4 
Mt. **:1-11 Temptation 
" 14:1-12 Death of John B. 
Mt. 14:22-53 or Mk.4:35-bl Storm 
Gen. 22:1-13 Abraham and Isaac 
Josh. 1-21, Fall of Jericho 
Ju. 15:9-l6 
16 Samson 
Lul213-31 Rich Fool (?) 
or 22-34 
Lu, 2:hl—52 Boy Christ 
Gen:37 Joseph, the Spoiled Boy 
39*1—6, 19-23, Joseph 
Ex. 2:16- 3:12. Burning Bush 
fleh. 2:17-20, 
6*l"l6 Kehemlah 811(3 the Wall 
Job 1, 2, and 42:10-17 
Ps. xrx 100. Earlier? 5th Tr. 
Luke 2:8-20 The Shepherds of Bethlehem, 
Christmas,- v/hy we have it, 
Cod's love and care. 
Chiristmas of a child's third year is often a good time to 
begin Biblical instruction. Especially if this holiday falls late 
in the thirdyear,some explanation of it as the Jeeus baby's 
birthday can easily be made. With chi dren of this age,pictures are 
almost Invaluable. The babe and his mother are quickly seleoted 
from tfee other gifures. LeFolle's, of the many nativity pictures, 
is probably the most true to fact in giving the setting of the 
birth. 
The open-eyed wonder with which tree, candles,gifts and all 
are beh&ld indicates as deep impression made on the child. If tixfes 
impression is coupled with the babe whose birthday it is, the 
name of Jesus, the nativity scene, and the features of his face 
need never be strange to a child. Bernard Qf Clairveaux, "the 
best monk who ever lived", received his first deep and lasting im­
pression during these years of early childhood, carried to clurch 
on Christmas eve,he looked and listened vd th wonder to the Christ­
mas art, story, and song,-then fell asleep An his mother's lap. He 
dreamed the Christ child came and called to him. The vision 
never faded, and the vhole world is debtor to it. How deep t;.ese 
early religious impressions are we do not Know, but they are not to 
be despised. 
This is the more familiar, homely of tlie Christmas stores. 
Sleeping sheep and sleepy shepherds, the stable ana itn manger, 
the babe's clothing, all are near a child's experience. The an­
gels and their worderful song are the open door into the realms of 
wonder and of Cod, 
After the s tory has been frequently told, the child may not 
object to having it read,especially if the Bible is a large one 
with pictures. The Luther Cranio Hyrai, berirrlrrf 
Theyil">lerToKr; n° Crlb ror hl* bed' 
The stari li ^ ®®?8- Jald d0vm la denr 
The l1 t+ifi ro^' shy looked ''own ft era he liy, ts© x_r&jj.e LOj. d Jeans asleep cn *hc hoy, 
either repeated or sung, also helps to oat oh the a tentlon. 
Exodus 1:,?2 - 2:10. Moses, the Baby in a Basket Boat. 
God's care of his children. 
Our cooperation with him and our other friends. 
Especially,. How God helps father and mothers care 
for their children. 
This narrative has all the qualities of a fine story for 
the youngest age,—b by, river,, basket boat, big sister,good prin­
cess, bad king, mother. In it God cooper ties almost indeally v/ith 
men in exercising that care whiche sped ally a peals to a little 
child. In the feeding of Elijah God used the birds to help him. 
Here it is men and vo men,— and a little girl,—which is far better. 
It has the sane advantage that the story of Nsaman's healing has. 
While the two have many resemblances, the characters here come ear­
lier into the child's experience, and the story has a charm that 
even the other rto^s not possess. If there is a baby in the fam­
ily it canvell be told f20 m Miriam's standpoint. But the Bible 
language is simple and can early be read to the diild. 
Since the Moses stories are so numerous and attractive, we 
are especially fortunate In h&yhng this elassie introduction to 
them. 
Delaroche's and Tis sot's paintings are both good. 
I Mark 10.13—IB, Jesus* the Children's Priend. 
Jes s' love for children. 
Their place his kingdom. 
It is the birthright of every child 1n a home where Jesus 
Is loved to have this picture fixed In Me mind. It Is not a*t.0^y. 
Yet in this simple incident is the kagna Chart a of childhood. The 
scene is worthy of the test efforts of historic imagination of v.hloh 
the parent is capable. Tell what Jesus has been doing,—talking with 
lerned Joen about important natters and healing sick folks. He was 
near the end of his life and had many important things to do. Yet 
parents "kept on bringing* their chi dren to him. It was this that 
made the disciples so impatient. But to Jesus It was more import ant 
to bless the lives of little children than to t &L k to doctors and 
teachers. 
Tell of the preparations these mothers had made.gettl ng their 
little ones dressed and bringing them there. Thrty may have heard how 
good Jesus had been to Jairus* little girl and to oth.r children. 
Then just when they were near enough to seehin,how dtBarpoifited 
they were to be turned away! Did you ever go to a circus parade nnd 
not see it because so many grown people werein the way? was it the 
crying of one f th^se disappointed children that caught Jes us'a at­
tention? 
They were not ony boys and g^ris. uke, than rhom no Biblical 
writer is more accurate, says they were infants, the innocent, 
helpless, dependent babes in their nothers' arms. Wh;t good CvUld 
it do them? Yet Jesus wanted to take them in uis arms and bless 
them,putt ng his hands upon them. "To such belongeth the kingdom 
of God." All the good things that Jesus came to bring are tnelrs, 
not by toleration of grown folks, but of ri^nt. Are we, <*s ... ir 
stewards, bringing these things to tnem? 
Robert and Mary Moffat, pioneer missionaries to Africa and 
parents of David Livingstone's wife, had rested a little girls whom 
her parents had buried alive. They reared her with their own children 
and later sent her to London to scool* with their own da lighter, 
Mary. It was after a visit to this school that Jemima Thompson 
Luke wrote the hymn, 
I think when I read that sweet story of old, 
. Then Jesus was here among men. 
How he called little children as lambs to his fold, 
I should like to have been with him then. 
It is perhaps the most popular modern hymn for children, and 
deservedly so. Later both narrative and hymn should be memorized ( 
(seventh or eighth year)^ Anna Tamer's 
Jesus loves me! this I know, 
Tor the Tible tells me so, 
is also appreciated by little folks. Many good correntional 
pictures are available, as those of Hoffman and Plochnorst. 
! 
Metthew 2:1-12. The Wise Men. 
Gifts, and vrtiy we make then at Christmas. 
What maK.ee Wise Men wise? 
Dr,George E. Dav/scn has confirmed on a broad basis what all 
observers have noted, that young children are especially interested 
in the doings of others of their own age. Thus while the Old Testa­
ment stories are In the main much more interesting 1r. early child­
hood, there is a peculiar fascination in these stxtries of the birth 
of Jesiis. The chief interest is probably in the familiar elements of 
the story. Yet these strange Wis erne nt with t e star, the camels, 
and the gifts have a hold on children almost equal to the shepherds. 
Gift making is such an integral part of Christmas that explan­
ation. of why we give presents is natural, God loved us so much that 
he sent the Jesus baby, whose birthday this is. Because of this , 
we are all so hppy at Christmas time that we want to make all 
our friends happy too. And v/e can make God happy also. 
what shall I give thee, 
Poor as I am? 
If I were a shepherd 
I ' d  g i v e  t h e e  a  l a m b ;  
If I were a Wise Man 
. I'd do my part. 
What shall I give theev 
I ' l l  g i v e  t h e e  m y  h e a r t .  
What makes everyone call these men so wise? Beoa se in the 
things they lea ned they found out about the Jes e baby;because they 
were willing to follow the star a long,long way to find Mm; because 
they brought him the very nicest thngs they had. *The fear of the 
Lord is the beginning of wisdom*, and the love of the Lord its 
completion. 
J. G Holland's 'There's a song in the air" is early apprec­
iated by children, and is one of our fnest Christmas lyrics. The 
stately camels and trappings of the camels in bore's picture of the 
Wise Men ire sure to attract. 
r , • 1 
I 1 Camel 3: 1-20. The Boy Samuel. 
| Children's pi nee In churda ana Cundy School, 
I how God S T e-..k. e  to children. 
I Respect for and obedience to parents, 
i The sorrow bad children brine to pood parents. 
| T/hat truthfulness leads to. 
i 
) God has a new ers to begin in his nation's life, where did 
! he start? With the strong and v/lse? No, in the heart of a child. 
He took a boy in church. It will not be long before the children 
i 
| should be in Sunday School. Here is an opportunity to create the 
; desire to go. 
! 
When God calls this boy, Sam el never dreams that it was any 
| o+.h^r ""-oice +han Eli's. This has deep significance. To chlldh-od 
| 
normally the voice of God speaks through human lips. It should be 
just as truly God's voice. "Honor thy father and thy mother" Is 
written partly because through honoring these whom they have seen 
they learn to honor God whom they have not seen. 
Theodore Parker one day went v/ith his father to the ..ay field. 
Returning, he saw under a bush by a mudhole a tortoise asleep in the 
sun. He raised his stick to strike it, w.en some thing said to him, 
It is wrong! startled, almost afraid, he ran home to his mother 
and asked her v/hat it was. With her apron she wiped a tear from 
her eyes and replied, "Some men call it ccnsdenee, but I prefer to 
call it the voice of God in the soul o man. If you 11 ten and obey 
it, then it will speak clearer and clearer, and wlways guide you 
right. But if you turn a deaf ear or disobey, then it will fade 
out little by little, and leave you all in the dark without a 
guide. Your life depends on heeding that voice." what if Ell or 
Krs. Parker had not perceived that God vjas speaking to these bo^s? 
If we are to have prophets we need prophet trainers. 
Verses 11-14 may be omitted in the, telling and re ding for a 
year or two, but -hould surely be brought in later. It is 'whole­
some for boys and girls to know how great so-row bad children bring to 
parents,—some time seven to the best parents, 
Samuel would path® not have told Ell what Ood weld to hln. 
, How often boys and (-Iris n.w would rathernot tell thlnr-s they Know! 
But uoroetlra-s we .oust do npleasar.t times. And always no must be 
; truthful. It Is boys and flrls like this who obey Ood as children 
whom he can defend upon when they crow up. He had many Import ant 
thlnws for Samuel to do> but he trusted them with hlubeoause he 
j knew annuel was truthful and obedient. 
Don't, forcet to tell later of Samuel'e cood mster,Catherine 
: the material from the two preoedtnc chapters. Also for later develop-
j ment Dr. j. p. Bums' 
Hushed V/ES the evening hymn, 
The temple courts we re dark, 
The lamp was burning din, 
Before the sacred, ark; 
ghen suddenly a voice divine 
Pang through the stillness of the shrl ne. 
j This hymn, • with its closing verses beginning, "0, give m© Samuel's 
| ears -0,give i<r SanxueUs hearts and -0, give me Samuel's mindS 
| is one of the finest prayer hymns in modern hymnology, end should 
be memorized in connection with this story. Sir Joshua Reynold's 
painting of the child Samuel is attractive and helpful from the 
beginning. 
Pew stories more richly repay close study and careful .pre­
station and development than does this. For the parent it is a 
classic example of ise dealing with a child's fresh religious 
impulses, "or the child it -s another example of »deep calling 
unto deep",- the experience of one child speaking a familiar 
language t another. 
j Genesis 3. The story of Kan's Separation from God. 
| i"hy we oannot s^e p-od, 
i Temptation,—its nature» 
Sin's oon.se que nee s to ourselves and to others. 
Justice, the sense of fair pluy. 
Louise Seymour Houghton defines the province of tbi story 
as the answer to every child's question, Vlxy can we n.,t see Ood and 
hear 2ii.ni speak? Phy have v;e not lived with h 1 ry^niv/av8 
God made us to live in his garden. He came there himself.. 
They ran joyously to meet him, just as any child does when his fathsr 
comes home. Uun til,—they disobeyed, him I Then "ben they heard him 
coming they we e afraid, and ran away and hldf. Being naughty always 
makes as afraid and ashamed. 
7/hat is temptation? Something that looks guud, eepecl a-tly 
good to eat, but which we know we ought not to h.ve. It is placed 
here on a basis any child understands. The opposite of temptation 
is always obedience. Here is the introduction to one of life's great 
problems. Even to the child It is clear that Adam and Eve did not 
have t do wrong. 7.re are not compelled to because bad thoughts come. 
God made us good, like himself. Temptation is from +he outntde. 
God was sorry, not angry. He sent them out of the garden 
not because of anger,but because he wanted them to learn by hard work 
how to be good. Ife did it for just the same reason your parents 
punish you,- to help y u to be good. 
The appeal here is to the sense of justice, fair play. This 
is r/nre fu-d mental even than obedience. -God g :ve them all the tr-es 
in the garden for theirs, and just kept one as his. How could he 
have been more generous? But after all his goodness, they went r£ ht 
away and ook the fruit from his tree J Wrongdoing is very largely 
a lack of fair pi ay, of treating others as "*e want them to treat us. 
Picture, Jesus and the Fourth CGimianduent. 
Telling Bible Stories, p.76ff. 
J 2 Kings £:1-14. How a Little Girl Helped a Great Llan. 
i Helpfulness. 
How on-21 fault spoils a whole life. 
God the healer. 
; J° ot>ey is better than riches. 
(The suffering caused by dishonesty and selfishness.) 
Tnls tory ls ln Place as soon as children know what sickness 
and getting well mean. Even before that they have the desire to I 
| helP ready for this part cf the lesson. 
I hake the early part of th-- story center in the little girl. She 
ia away from home, but loved by her master and mistress because she 
; ls R0 ~o0d• Tney ^re very proud of her master.ni^ soldiers, 
friends, even the king. But a terrible thing happened. He ~ot so i 
, sick he could not go with the amy. One day his wife was crying 
about !t, she was so sorry. The little girl name to her and said, 
How I wish my master could go to my country and see Elisha, the man 
of God.. God would help him make my master well. 
i 
This lesson of uelpfulness can be pplied in making thehome 
Pleasant, helping mother in her work, caring for the baby, or doing 
errands for father. 
"Naaman . . was a g -eat man with his aster, 'fid honorable... 
he v/as also a mighty man of valur, but he was a leper .,l That one 
but spoils it all. How often one fault, untruthfulness,selfishness, 
or a bad temper spoils the best of boys and girls, now we must look 
out for those faults of our si 
The Bible always teachers that as our lives came from God, so 
he sustains them and heals all our diseases. 
Even great men have to obey when th«y can't see any reason for 
doing the things they are told! The greatest and best men have felt 
tnat they must obey God. Sorely boys and girls ou~ht to. 
Ver3es 1J5-27 should be added to the story a few years later 
Dishonesty and selfishness nut only hurt the ones who practice them, 
but all Who love them. These others may not have done any vow 
... RrLi—1-jCV to ino+ «=!«*.*«— "£>* 
Exodus 7:14-24, 9:15-35, 12:29-36, The Plagues. 
Pun!shment for wrongdoing. 
Weakness of promises made through fear, 
God's care for the weak and oppressed. 
Education, In school or out. Is to a considerable degree 
repression, discipline, holding Impulses In check, A child does 
not have this. He likes horrible things, provided they do not 
come too close home, He likes the thrills they give him. He 
likes the plagues, and vd.ll doubtless ask for all ten. Though 
this may seem a depraved taste to some over aesthetics parents, It 
is natural and wholesome. The plagues w;ll do him no harm, even 
though they did the Egyptians. And moreover they nay leave on his 
mind as vivid a sense of God's power and justice as they did on the 
national life of the Hebrews, All later Hebrew writing, by the 
use it makes in figures of speech and 1-lustration, testifies to 
what a powerful force these stories of the exodus ere in giving 
this people that sense of the nearne ss,power and purity of God 
that has placed all the world in their debt. 
It has been pointed out that there is both a logical and 
chronological order in the plagues. Thus thedefilement of t.he 
Nile would lead to the rapid multiplication of rogs. Their dead 
bodies piled in heaps would breed the sv/arms of flies and insects, 
etc. Host of the plagues seem to be natural phenomena of the Nile 
valley raised to a magnotude and severity unprecedented. These 
three are selected because they are representative, fairly brief, 
and, including the first the last, carry on the thread of the 
story. 
A study of the Nile valley geogrpahlcally and his topically 
will hq of much profit a few years later. In the meantime, the 
children will 3ee without much application of the moral that prom­
ises made through fear or under threat of punishment are all too 
easily forgotten when the immediate occasion has passed. 
Exodus I4:r-31, 15:1-21. The Red Sea. 
Punishment for wrongdoing. 
Fear a >acK of trust In lod.s protection. 
Right may suffer much,hut It outlives wrong. 
Pharaoh's early change of heart at losing his useful slaves 
is the last •"•lew of his hardened, cruel life. To the last he is 
"the wicKed King". He can be nothing else. "God hardened his heart" 
Is the Hebrew, oriental way of put ling a personal, dramatic climax 
on his life of selfish cruelty. 
If Pharaoh Is the villain, Moses Is scarcely the hero. 
We do not need to minimise his part in the exodus,hut let us teach 
the children as the Bible does that the real hero Is God. He plans, 
men cooperate. He inspires, directs, empowers in every crinis. If 
his part is left out or diminished, it is worse than omitting Hamlet 
In another story. Moses' place is high enough as "the man of God", 
"ny servant". 
Once more, do not apologize to a child for the fate of Pharaoh 
and his army. We will never remove the ogre, the witch, the hid­
eous dwarf from our folK tales. They belong there, at least if 
these tales are for children instead of adults. And in the Bible 
attention is never centered upon the ferocity, as 1t often is in these 
other stories. The final appeal is always to the religious faculty. 
The jyOint of eiiiphasis is God.his care for his children, his triumph 
ever his enemies and theirs, the need of obedience to hljn. Th .s is 
emphatically true as the waters roll ov?r Pharaoh. 
Fear Is a common instinct In children, for their protection 
In the period when they begin to act Independently. But because it 
is natural and useful, it does not follow that it should be encour­
aged.More generally the opposite is the case.Here Is a good opportun­
ity to impress Jesus' great lesson that fear is a lacK of trust in 
Q ̂  
Chapter 15 may seem too old for the age assigned. Possibly 
„5-t Is.and.should be introduced later»___But _lt is not at all necen— 
sary that the child should understand its inajectic language. *oetry 
is natural to hira. He lows rhythm and balance. He will catch 
the movement and exalted tone early if the chapter is effectively 
read, It appeals to his imagination,and helps finely to develop it» 
The need is not so much explanation or interpretation as rereading. 
As an instance of the appeal of this story,it was tolcf and 
read to a boy in his fourth year. He would not let it rest. One 
morning soon after, when out at play, he rushed in calling, "Mother, 
Mother, come out and play Pharaoh and the Israelites!" What the 
new game was, the mother did not know, but she soon found out. 
•You be Pharaoh and I'll be the Israelites, and you chase me!" 
When this chase ended successfully, the characters were reversed 
and the game went merrily on. It was called for for months after 
that, and hen finally cropped, the story was not. 
Sir Walter Scott uses the figure of the pillar of cloud and 
of fire in his Ivanhoe. The imprisoned Rebecca concludes Ser 
evening devotions with the poem beginning; 
When Israel, of the Lord beloved, 
Out of t!;e j-and of bondage came. 
Her father s Clod before her moved, 
An awful guide, in smoke and flame. 
The first and third verses of this poem, adopted Into o<ir hymnody 
nay later be memorized with profit, with the first sir verses of 
Moses! song. 
Nunbrrs 13 and 14:1-10 ?ho H~v, a « , A • c«e l.en wuo Try and the hen who try. 
God "he Pltvar or strength. * 
The obligations of strength. 
The sin of not true tins Ocd. 
How bad thirds prow. 
"God helps those who help themselves.• 
"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again." 
This is the appeal of the Daniel stories to strogth and cour­
age. These men were picked out because they were stio ng» God likes 
3trong men. When the Hebrews sa?j anything especially strong, they 
connected it directly with God: Sinai, a bold, rugged mountd n was 
the mountain of hod: the cedars of Lebanon, the largest trees they 
knew were the trees of God: Samson derived his great strength from 
God. These men were "every one a .prince amang them". 
They went to do what >tod told thera to. They were all anxious 
to leave Egypt. He had helped them wonderfully then. He told them 
he v/ould now. They were sinning in not trusting htm. 
They found the land ^ust as they expected, "a good land* flow­
ing with milk and honey" (a description a c::ild Ui^rociuled)* But 
the people were big, tool 
There are two kinds of men,— and of -iAldren. The kind who try. 
Caleb and Joshua said "Let's gc at once, we are well able", for God 
had promised to help them. But t.iere are also the kind wr.o cry, 
"They are bigger than we. We felt like grasshoppers!* And t .ey 
acted like it. No one likes a "cry-baby", especially if he isn't a 
baby ,ny longer. These princes who cried frighted all the people, 
just as older boys and girls do little vies. They even wanted to go 
back to Egypt and be Pharaoh's slaves again! 
What did Jod do? He couldn't do much wita* cry-baby, grass­
hopper men. He made the people stay in the wilderness forty * ars 
until all the "fraid cats" had died. And then Joshu? took the people 
Into the land and conouered it, and Caleb selected as his part the 
most difficult portion of the country! God n&de tlien strong because 
they were willing to try. 
Now let me tell you a secret. Those Canaanites and Kittites 
and Jebusltes and sons of Anak after all v/ere no oi gar timn these 
Israelites were. They simply looked bigger becac.se these men v/ere 
afraid and had tears in their eyes. Did you know that tears make 
all kinds of difficulties look very much larger than they really are? 
Study the dramatic possibilities of this story, negun in 
early childhood, it^ holds its charm into adult life. 
j .Daniel 1. • The King's Dainties. 
J Self control, especially in eating. 
Foregoing immediate pleasures to future good. 
Sacrificing lower to higher instincts, 
i Care of -he body. 
I Sanctity of the body. 
I "It pays to do right." 
The great strangle of childhood is for self-control. This is 
i ©ven more important than obedience. "It should be clearly recognized 
by .-.very one in authority that obedience is only a means to an end* 
| the end always being self-control. ... Obedience is a +empora y and 
: immature virtue, which becomes mature and lasting only when it grows 
j (6 
: into self-control .* Psychologists call the first step toward 
it "inhibition", holding in from within, as contrasted with pro Mb i-
i tion, forbidding from without. Inhibition reaches possibly its seveav 
! est test and highest possibilities morally and physically for good 
| in connection with eating. Physicians affirm that the problem of 
j child health is primarily one of proper die^T^ And children's 
i diet and their morals are near neighbors. This story is unique in 
; the incentive it goves for inhibition in appetite. 
Dote that the Revised version properly changes "the king's 
i 
ineafo" to a much wider term, "dainties" or delicaoies. It was a com-
i 
pliment to anyone to send him food from the king's table. And it 
i 
! took all the more self-control on the .part of these boys to refuse 
! not only because of superior quality but also because of the dis­
tinction involved. 
1. Kirkpatrick, Fundamentals of Child Study, p.190. 
2. See such a work as L.E.Holt, Oare and Feeding of children. "T/hat 
a child likes or craves sweets is the usual excuse of an indulgent 
parent. Every child likes Ms own way,but that is no rCuson why 
he should not be trained to obedience and self-control; a child's 
fondness for sweets can hardly be considered a normal instinct. As 
a matter of fact, suported by everyday experience, no causes are 
productive of more disorders ofll digestion than the free indulgence 
in desserts and sv/eets by ŷ ng children", p. 1J54. 
Note also th it their Motive was not as much prudential as 
religious. They were not vegetarians. They ate neat at home. 
But they "wouldnot defile themselves" by taking into their bodies 
food they regarded as unclean according to Hebrew law, even though 
it came from king's tables and were never so good. There is no 
sanction s0 strong appeal to children as that of religion, even 
in matters of dress and diet. This is the s ine teaching in prim­
itive form as Paul's "your bodies ore the temples of the Holy 
Spirit" (I cor. 6:19-20), which should be used with this. 
Jonah (entire save 2:2-9) a Runaway Prophet. 
r • 
The failure of running away. 
The results of disobedience. 
God's wonderful provident;©,In. storm and vourd. 
The results of true repentance. 
Sulkiness and Its treatment. 
God 1 s graciousness, to Jonah and t,o Nineveh. 
The first missionary lesson. 
A more attractive story can scarcely be found, nor one of 
finer moral values. It Is as great a favorite as Daniel In the 
lion's den, and of nusually wide interest. 
1. How God caught a iWiaway. Nearly all children' have a period 
of running away at two or three years. Later, but not so universally, 
comes the temptation to play truant from school, or even to rim away 
from home. The children all Know what running away Is. But surely 
they never heard so wonderful a runaway story as this. Nineveh was 
east. In Assyria. Tarshlsh was west, in Spain. It is a good plan 
to use a map. But "Is not God upon the ocean, just the sane as on 
the .Land?" Don't fail to call attention to Jonah's good Qualities. 
He v/ s honest. He was no sneak. He didn't pretend to go and then 
not do it. He frankly started in the opposite direction, and paid 
the fare. lie was no coward. When the others we-t howling t o 
gods he could sleep soundly. "Bien they woke him he frankly told them 
they must tlirow him overboard, as he was the cause of the treble. 
There is not an unattractice character in the whole narrative. The 
heathen sailors try their best to save the runaway. Even the "great 
fish" has a hospitable air about him. The attractiveness of a storm 
for children has already been referred to. Speak of Jesus on 
the Sea of Gallllee and Paul shipwrecked ~n this s me Mediterranean. 
2 ,  A repentant city, Jonah had good timber in him. He did not 
refuse to go the second time, and he did his work well. And God 
never yet refused to forgive anyone who was truly sorry for wrong­
doing amd wanted to be better. Above ev^rythti g else he loves to help 
people. 
2. a sulKy prophet and a gracious God. children also know 
wast Jonah's pout means. They sometimes have that sulky temper 
themselves. God's dealing "/1th it Is full of suggestion for parents. 
with large beautiful leaves. 
The gourd was probably the castor oil plant xfxxxoac«xxxa«xKaxx5txxxxtB, 
Jonah's interest in the gourd diverts his attention from his sulk 
vust as we nay divert children. The "Doeet thou well to be angry?" 
of verses 4 and 0 might better be translated, "Nov/ are you so vry xxx 
angry?*" The point of the whole story could not be more beautifully 
drawn. Jonah's attachment for a wild, plant, the growth of a day, for 
which he had done nothing, could not be very great. Yet he pitied 
it and himself when it died! How trivial when compared with a city • 
which God had made to grow to such wonderful sine! Of course its «1n 
displeased him, and he always punishes wrong doing, so he sent his 
prophet to warn them of the wrath to come. But the wicked repented. 
Such humiliation and sorrow had not been known,no,not in Israel! 
That could he do but forgive them when they sought his mercy? And 
beside these repentant simers,in that v ast city there were one hun­
dred and twenty thousand innocent children, not old enough to tell 
tehir right hands from their left. These he surely could not destroy 
for the past sins of others. And then* too, God in his mercy cared 
for all the animals that lived thereI 
Surely the story—teller's art ^idom "caches higher than in the 
artlessn?ss, the real ohildlikeness of this whole tale. Do not mar 
its beauty by discus;* ng the possibility or historicity of one very 
minor part of it. *And this- is the tragedy of the book of Jonah, 
that a book which is made the mesne of one of the most sublime revel­
ations of truth in the Old Testament should be known to most only 
for its connection with a whale*. 
Jonah may be called the first foreign missionary. The book is 
a protest against limiting God.s graciousness by selfish, racial lines 
1. George Adam Smith, in the Expositor's Bible. 
ln +h" h0;ae»~ its evil effects, 
selfishness end its cure. 
Tale hearing,- la it right or wrong? 
The e vil of hatred, and its conseq tences. 
No stories are more simply and picMiresquely told than those of 
Joseph, They are full of drnmatl c contracts, and app?sl to universal 
human interests. Such stories need rereading more than explanation,. 
This pelted boy, child of hie father's old age, is a type of all 
spoiled children. The fins and foolish father does h s eon the 
greatest injury by showing him partiality toward him. The "ooat of 
many colors" is literally "a long garment with sleeves* such as was 
worn by nobles* The other boys' tunics reached only to their knees 
- and had no sleeves. They were adapted to hard, manual toil. They 
apparently do the work, while he is "dressed up" and apparently an 
overseer. 
The boy, like most boys, soon accepts his father's estimate of 
his importance. He even drearis his superiority. Such thorough 
selfishness and egotism n?eds heroic treatment if the victim is to 
be saved from its conseq encss. 
Talebearing that spr'ngs from s ch a sjoiled, ~elf-opinionated 
source is not %% be encouraged. Children under ten ought to con­
fide in their parents, but they should learn to tell the truth in 
love,® 
Jesus rightly placed hatred in close relation to murder. His 
teaching in Ma^hew f:21 ft, can be supplemented by insistence that 
love is the foundation of the here. No wonder Jacob w*s a sad father 
with one spoi ed boy and eleven hateful ones. Tnere are certainly 
lessons here worth pondering in any home. 
The sterling character of Joseph, the nan,is all the more whole-
somebecause it developed from this decidedly unfavorable beginning. 
1. for a discussion of tale-bearing in later years frees various view 
points see the series of articles entitled "*ho Broke the V'ndow?" 
teginnin"- the The Outlooh, Jan.ll»iwi3-
Genesis 30:1-6, 19-23. Dependable in Difficulties. 
Faithfulness and f s reward. 
"It costs to do right0. 
Character counts. 
The father's pet was sold for £l2i Trie awakening at the 
hands of his vindictive brothers was painful,yet necessary. The 
most effective discipline often comes th s within the group itself. 
He was dependable in servitude. He never complained. God's 
blessiing rested on Potiphar end his house as well as on Joseph 
because of his faithfulness. 
He was dependable in temptation. Verses 7-18 are omitted 
in the redding for obvious reason. But their lesson is too important 
to pass by. "Joseph's rtcble refusal, because he would not betray 
his trust nor sin against God, is <5>ne of the most significant inci-
& dents recorded in the Old Testament." Children should be told that 
his master's wife wanted him to do wrong, that ne persistently re­
fused, and was imprisoned through her fJ.se report. Beyond this 
childhood does not need to do. The full appeal and significance of 
this passage Is for adolescence. >7e u -,st start moral teaching on 
the plane of "It pays to do right." Yet in later childhood we should 
teach the deeper truth that it often costs to do right, and we must 
do it whether it pays or costs. 
He v/us dependable in prison. God made him prosper there as 
elsewhere. It is not where we are, but what we are that counts. 
The case of John Bunyan nay well be used for comparison. 
The dreams of chapter 40 may be related in us much <j etall as 
seems advisable. Interest in puzzles and riddles rarely is strong 
before seven years. After that the whole natter of Interpreting 
dreams in the Old Testament will be more interesting. The best ex­
ample of this is in Belshazzar's feast, Daniel 5. 
l' Kent, Heroes and arises of Early Hebrew History„p.igs# 
Exodus 2:16 — 3:1 2. The "urnin© Bush. 
Chivalrous attitude toward women. 
Cod's knowledge of ard c ,re for ''•lie oppressed. 
How Cod calls men to work "or him. 
Curiosity and its uses. 
"I can't" and how we can. 
A word of introduction, may be given about Hoses' boyhood* 
the great opportunities to jearn presented to him,which he doubtless 
made use of* and the circum stances of his flight to Midi an. Because 
Pharaoh was good to him, Moses did not a-prove of Pharaoh's wrong 
acts. Midian was a desert country, broken with mountains. Around 
its few springs and wells flocks were pastured, and these wells were 
the meeting places of the country. The women usually had the often 
afiduous work of drawing the water. The passage is not a unit. There 
are four sections: 
1. 2:1*H22 is a delightful bit of description of eastern life. 
The chivalry of it is not too common there, nor in our own land. The 
fact that Hoses was so well repaid does not In the least spoil the 
story. And it will not anticipate to a£d that "they lived happy ever 
after", for this is the only piece ure touch Hoses' home life. 
2. 2:23-25 nay be omitted, and their sub.'ect is treated more 
at length in chapter 5. 
3. The holiness of cod, which older readers might see in 3:1-9, 
is too abstract for children. We have here one of many illustrations 
of the way Cod brings his plans to the attention of men. TO Samuel 
it was a wakeful night. To Isaiah, a temple vision. More usually, 
as to lJoses, it is as men are about their daily Mote that it 
w s th-ough Moses' curiosity that Cod vrorked. We often tire of the 
stream of questions from children. But we would be more considerate 
if re knew how :any timas children "turn aside to see a great sip-htB 
and in it find cod. curiosity often cPGns the door to life's high­
est clioices. It is Cod's opportu ity, and parents'. 
4. 3:10-12. »i can't do It", children sympathize with 
Moses in his feeling of inability. But lloses could and did, because 
God helped him. ..'either Ood nor parents ask impossibilities, !7e 
need to trust then f-nd htm, and do our best, just, as *he spies should 
have trusted him. I h.,ve often heard a wise mother answer the "I can't* 
w i t h  t h i s  p a r t  o  H i  t i l ©  M o s e s  s t o r y  ( g i v e n  m o r e  a t  l e n g t h  i n  c h . - . p t e r  4 ) ,  
and with excellent results. 
— - - "J " —' ' •" —• : —— --= • » 
Later Childhood. 
1 7 Years to 10. 
i Six years brings the most sudden and distinct line of demsrk-
1 ation that occurs in the life of the average child. He starts to 
! 
| school. Before this he has Known the home and. its visitors, and a 
little group of child friends,—rarely more than a dozen, how lie is 
i taken away frtan that home for hours each day, is one of 30 or 40 in 
j classrom and many more on playground. It is an artificial transition. 
! 
I That is, there is no physical change which determines it. This physical 
[change does not occur Wit 11 a year or two lat^r,—with the «edond 
i i 
1 dentition. Under favorable circumstances his would be the more nat­
ural time and the better time for the revolution of life that comes 
with beginning school. But modern society has established its decree 
i at six years, and the change in the child's experience is not the less 
j 
I real. I i 
i Bible teaching which has centered in individual and home re-
j 
ilations naturally widens its scope of social outreaci?. But because 
i 
| the charge is arbitrary, not structural, the Kind of instruction dif-
! 
I fers little. Longer narratives are of course risible with increasing 
! detail. Larger groupings should he made* as of story cycles, c en-
I 
tering about characters or events. But for the periods designated 
! 7th to nth years and sth to 0th years (overlapping to indicate that 
demarkations are not clear, and that individual development is more 
I Important than arbitrary classification) the general characteristics 
remain unchanged. Clearness, conoreteness, simplicity, direct­
ness still point the way. 
The second dentition narKs an organ!x change more important 
than any since the first dentition in Infancy. Imagination, so strong 
and typical in eail y years, declines, fancy turns to fact. 
Asked now, and If true a story usually carries More weight The 
sense of law develops. Relationship of cause and effect Is noticed. 
Hence these years are more prosaic, less attractive. Morality Is 
of a self-centered, utilitarian kind. "What good ^,'ill It do me?" 
Teaching Must largely assume the lower plane,— It pays to do right 
.and v/rong-doing always "brings its punishment, Here <^gu.n tee &ld 
Testament stories are of a nature to impress these very t ruths. 
One further trait,— children are as eager now to fjk store away facts 
as soul rr el s in the fall are nuts. This i 11 qui si tivene ss gives one 
of the imprtant guides to Biblical training. Here begins the 
"golden memory period". Ehort passages should have been emorized 
before. By the ninth year serious training should be untertaken. 
Teachers of wide experience say that unless memorizing i3 started 
before t n y:-ars, proficiency is seldom acquired. Hence in the 
ninth to tenth year group several longer memory passages are in­
cluded. 
Later Childhood 
7th and 8th Tears 
Mk. 5:21-24, 35-43, Jaime 
Mk. 12:41-44 Two Mitee 
Acts 27, Shipwreck 
Ex. 4 127—& J1 Slavery 
In. 5:1-11 Call of Petef Lti* 10:29-37 
Gen. 41, 42, 43, 44. 45. " 15:11-32 
Joeeph 
Nsh. 13:15-22, Sabbath J®. 6:1-14 
Mt. 27:57-66 Entombment 
Lu. 2:22or 25 — 35 Simon 
? Omit ? 
Ln. 24:13-33 IjBoana 9th and 10th Teare 
Gen. 1 and 2:1-3 Creation 
Ex. 20:1-17, 10 Word# 
Ju. 6:33-40 
7:1-23 Gideon 
Is, 6:1-8 Vision 
Mt* 5:1-16 M. 
7:24—27 Sermon on Mt. M. 
Jo, 20:1-23 Besurrection M® 
Sthpand 9th Tear8 
1 Kl. 18:1-39 Elijah on Carmel 
Pe. 1, 19, 24, 103. 
Gen. 32:3-31 Jacob at Peniel 
Gen. 24 Finding Eebekah M. 
* 
1 Sam, 10:17-26 
15 Saul 
" 31:1-6 " 
2 " 1:17-27 M. 
1 Sam. 18:1-16 Saul and David 
24 
2 Sam. 4:4 David and Mephlboeheth 
9 
" 14:25-27 
15:1-12 David and Abeolom 
18:4-33 M. 
Good Samaritan 
Prodigal Son M. 
Feeding Multitude 
2 Ki. 2 Elijah Translated 
Deut. 34:1-10 Death of Moses 
Josh. 1:1—9, 16-17 Joshua's Charge M 
2 H. 22 A Good Boy and a Good Book 
23:1-3, 21-25 
Be 37:1-5, 23-28, 35-40. M. 
" 46and 48. 
* 91. 104, 122 M. 
Is. 40 M. 
• 55 M. 
Mk. 14:22-31 Last Sapper 
Lu. 26:14-16, 47-56, Betrayal 
Jo. 10:1-18 Good Shepherd 
Title or Footnote? 
Acts 2:1-16, 41-42 Pentecost 
* 3:1-10 Gate Beautiful 
Exodus 4:27 - 6:1. "-bricks without straw.• 
Cruelty and Its consequences. 
Tills Is the fifth of the hoses stories. The introduction of 
each new one is a good o »oasion to review the preceding. As before 
suggested, a EQ>od plan is v/lien ashed for a new story to give it 
on conditt on that the child can tell the previous ones. In a cycle 
like that of loses this ;<ethod has double purpose of reviewing 
and stimulating interest in »;hat follows. 
This story is one of u series. It3 intrinsic value is n.-t 
as high s others of the group, but it gives the background for the 
whole movement of the exodus. 
The wisdom of bringing vividly before children tlB lives of 
wicked men -nd women is open to question. Sensitive children ac­
tually -uffer from it. TO others ••/v* wrongdoing rry p=e»m attractive 
rather than repulsive. It is doubtless unwise to do it to any 
extent. This case, however, scarcely falls under this principle. 
The Pharaoh is not individualized. He is the typical wicked king 
or ogre. ^7© Imow nothii g of him but tnis. We oiow a1s hardness 
of heart, not him. Such a character to children is wholly bad. 
It is natir al andright that they should rejoice over his downfall as 
exultingly as did Moses and his sister. Let us try to impress 
upon the children as it was impressed on Hoses and Miriam that -the 
Lord cuts off the evil doers, but those tnat wait j.or him snail in­
herit the land." 
i Isaiah 6:1-8. Isaiah's Vision of God. For Memorizing. 
1 Reverence to tod. 
! His Holiness. 
( 
, The dilid's feelings are easily aroused, fleeting,often super­
ficial. fet his religious life begins in feeling,pure and simple. 
Abstractions, such as beauty, duty, and responsibility have but slight 
meaning. Yet he feels love to God as naturally as for his mother. 
Reverence, desirable as it is, cannot be commanded, We cannot say 
1 to a sobbing child, Be happy. But we can tell hlra of some happy ex­
perience or cheerful friend, and he soon laughs aloud. In the same 
way we cannot say, Be reverent, to a child who looks around during 
prayer. Yet the thought of (tod's power and mystery re^^ily awaken 
awe and wonder in his soul. The stories which give this atmosphere 
are invluable. While this is not the first of tills "atmosphere 
group", because it is not as concrete as others in its imagery, it is 
at the right time one of the most effective of all. This stage may 
vary considerably, owing to the point oiff development of the Imagination. 
But early "n later childhood it should appeal. From that time on it 
will be « strong ally in fostering reverence. 
holiness is first taught to the Israelites as purity,through 
the ceremonies of washing. Later this thought of purity is moralised 
and personalized in a holy lad. The holiness of G~d must still be 
taught to children through symbolic means. 
Associate with this for memorizing some good hymns of worship, 
as Heber'B "Holy, holy. Holy, Lord Good Almighty", and Miss Lathbury's 
Chautauqia hymn, "Day is dying in the west", with its fine refrain, 
Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Hosts, 
Heaven and earth are full of thee. 
The cherubim are angels, the smo^e is incense. The live coal 
may make a child afraid of being burned. If so,explain that it 
didn't hurt, God never wants to do that. Uzziah was a king Isaiah 
loved greatly, but he became a leper. From this loathsome fate of 
royalty Isaiah feels more strongly the purity of God and his own sin. 
j Psalm 24. The H1.U of the Lord. 
! rh® s+f3?el c^ildlioodt clean hands,pure hearts, ! true lips. 
i God.s coming to places and people, 
i Our bodies his temples. 
I The ark, wnlch the Israelites reverences so treasured, had 
! been captured by the Philistines. Now they have given it back to 
j Israel. David, the new and good king, has taken an old city and made 
j it a new capital for his eovP%ry. This city is to be known the 
| world over,—Jerusalem, a name which means the "city of peace." It was 
i a city of hills, but the top of the highest one David selected as 
j God's, where the temple should be built. This psalm, by general 
agreement of scholars, was to be sung by t o choirs, one giving one 
: verse, the other the next, or one asking the question, the other the 
i 
answer (an antiphonal chorus), as the clierished ark was brought to its 
i new and final home. They thou-ht of God himself as entering 
i 
I their city wl *h It. 
The raalra has two parts. Verses 1-6 describe the nan who 
, shall approach this holy place. He must have clean hands, pure lie art, 
and true lips,—a splendid gospel for childhood. Verses 7-10 call 
on the ancient (better than everlasting) gates of the city that fcad 
seen so much of heathenism, to lift up their heads in honor of Jehovah, 
; king of glory, who comes to make his home within them, 
j Develop this along the line of Paul's thought in 1 Cor»6:19-20. 
That temple passes away after ten centuries. How our bodies are 
God's most holy dwelling place. Hut only when boys and girls have 
clean hands, pure hearts, true lips. 
This noble, vibrant, strain of old Hebrew song has seldom been 
equalled. Excellent for memorising. 
I Genesis 24. Ending a !ttfe for Isaac. 
; Promises,- care in making and keeping. 
! Prayer,—the hah it -vnd value of. 
Generosity and its rewards, 
i God's plan for our lives. 
i 
This story is told with greater detail than any other in the 
j book of Genesis. It is delightfully written, and gives one of the best 
views of oriental life, with its virtues of devoutness, faL thfulness, 
and hospitality, 
' Abraham's trusted slave, his interests completely one with 
| his master's, is easily the hero. "The oath taken with the hand 
; under the thigh wis of the most solemn and binding nature. . . It was 
often employed by primitive peoples, and is still in use among cer-
U) 
tain Australian tribes". But ive fear it is not alv/ays as faithfully 
carried out. A bad promise n#Y be better broken than kept, but it 
i 
; is certainly better t.o be as careful as this servant was, both in 
! making and keeping. 
i Note how the devotional atmosphere pervades the story. Belief 
! 
; in prayer and divine guidance is fundamental to it. These men be-i 
J iieved that God had a plan for their lives as firmly as they did in 
1 the sunrise. Such a faith is a matter of atmosphere, not of argu-
j ment. 
! 
Hospitality was the characteristic virtue of the orient. 
The guest was entitled to the protection and all the privileges of 
[ 
the home. RebeXah is not the only girl who found place in life 
[ 
j through do^ng more than was required of her. Her action may be con-
j nected with Jesus' words in Matthew 8:41. 
I 
1. Kent, Heroes and Crises of Early Hebrew History, p. 89. 
Psalms 46 and 43. A 0re8t Deliverance. 
F'or Memorial rig. 
JX? Refuge and strength. 
Thanking God for his ear©. 
Judas and all the nelehborlne states of southwestern Asia all 
paid tribute to Assyria, when the eld conqueror Sanson died they re­
belled. But in four years his son Sennacherib came with a ereat amy 
to subdue them (701 B.C.) They were powerless before him. He 
captured Tyre and Sidon and a half dozen email states, and then attack­
ed Judah. King Hezekiah sent him large gifts,- $1,000,000 in gold and 
as much in s-llver and many other things. But Sennacherib was not 
satisfied. He captured forty-six towns and fortresses, sending ober 
200,000 prisoners back to Assyria. Then he besieged Jerusalem itself,-
all that was left. All this time Hezekiah and the people were greatly 
terrified. But Isaiah, God's prophet, kept saying, *Trust in God. 
He will take care cf you. In quietness and confidence shall be your 
etregth", not in walls and armies, which are useless against such a 
foe. Sennacherib demanded the surrender of the city. Then he 
changed his mind, and led his army down toward Egypt for a little 
*bile. While he was gone a great datastrophje befell him (Isaiah 37:56 
2 Kings 19:35). "The angel of the Lord smote the camp of the 
Assyrians*. Probably it was a terrible outbreak of disease, v/e are 
told that 185,OQO died. The balance of the great army hurried 
tack to Nineveh,leaving Jerusalem safe, just as Isaiah said it 3hoi Id 
hej God had saved them. I11 these twob eautiful songs they thank hito 
for it. Sennacherib nev r came back. God's people always re­
membered him as "Bheir refuge and strength". 
When Martin Luther was hid away a prisoner in Tartburg Castle, 
used each morning to open his vfindow and sing this old Hebrew song 
°f confidence and thanks to God. Later he arranged it us a hymn, 
*A mighty fortress is our God", which we still sing. 
f ! 
> i 
Lord Byron describes in spirited fashion attractive to children 
ti.is destruction of Israel's enemies in his "Destruction of Sennach­
erib", which begins, 
The Assyrian came down like the wolf on the fold, 
His cohorts all cleaning in ; urple and gold. 
The Luther hymn may well be memorized in connection with the Psalms, 
and while Byron's his tori s setting in the poem is not accurate, the 
vividness of his poem adds interest tJ the psalms. 
Acts 3:1-10. At the Beautiful Gate.. For Memorizing. 
Things better than money. 
The tenple was the seat of government to the Hebrews.their 
eapitol. also of tnelr wealth and art, their treasury; but most of 
all* It represented their hope in God. Every Jew must come there 
for sacrifice and worship, it was the center of thier history and 
hope. This ten le was not a great church building Into which people 
all went, as sometimes think. It stood on 'he top of a hill and 
had a large stone-paved court, enclosed by a wall. Part ofthis 
court was open to the shy, but arounf t..e inner edge of the wall was 
a wide porch supported by a great many columns. Into this court 
anyone troyld come. In the center of it was a higher portion, 
readied by steps, and this again was surrounded by a wall. Into 
this inner court only Jews could go. There were nine gates, but 
one was much Ja rger and finer than the others. It was made of brass, 
and ?/as called the Gate Beautiful. 
At this Beautiful Gate, the entrance to everything his people 
prized, sat a cripple, begging. He had no thought of anything more 
than getting a few pennies. But these friends of Jesus caj.te along. 
They did not have money,but they had something better. Everyone 
who loves Jesus has. We have sympathy, and good cheer, and we know 
how good God Is to us. Beys and girls can give these thirg s, as 
the little girl in Naaman's house did. 
All children arc at the Beautiful Gate of God's own temple 
It Is the temple of learning, of loving service, of Ghristiike char­
acter. Yet how manyneed some good friend like Peter to lead +hem 
in! 
Raphael's painting of this scene is good. 
Preado le seence. 
10 Years to 13 or 14. 
Adolescence means becoming adult. Though an old Latin de-
rivitive, it beca e current through the publication of a.Stanley 
Hall's great work under that titie. The becoming adult years are 
usually considered to be tho^e from lp to 21 in ~irls, and 14 to 21 
with boys. They are years of fundamental physical,mental and 
spiritual transition. Before these significant years, nature t^ces 
a rest. Preadolescence?! or as we some times use the terras in their 
narx> w connotatt on, boyhood and girlhood, is more distin.ctibely than 
any otli.r period of yung life a time of "suspended animation". These 
are tie unattractive years. The parent tries to make the best of 
them. The Sunday School teachvr searches he cojifuiiaiity f^r a teacher 
for "that cla-s of boys." And the girls are almost as trying. 
Even in the public schools^with trained, professional teachers, 
the cane condition obtains. In the first aid second grades, (6 and 7 
years ), are "the dear little chidren" whom all would e glad to 
teach. Third anf fo rth grades (8 and 9 years), are not so attract­
ive, though they are still under the lure of childhood. But fifth and 
sixth and seventh are almost always disliked by teachers. Among, 
educators there is the feeling that e need spec al training for 
teachers of these grades, as there problems are sui generis. By 
the eighth grade young people are supposed to "begiin to have 
some sense." 
In moral and religious training the same conditions are met. 
There are few str ng currents. There is much listlessness. It is 
not primarily a time for the introduction of much new material. 
Yet i t  offers certain great opportunities. I t  is the training ground 
before young people start out into the stree of adolescence 
and the toil of adult life. These opportunities may be suggested 
in three words: 
-Review, always in order, is especially appreciate now. 
This should cover the entire field of previous study. 
Enlarge..lent along the lines suggested above. Sufficient 
progress has been made in geography, elementary science,literature, 
history and art to enable comparisons, contrasts, end ill'stations 
to be widely made. Mechanical skill is also available for *making 
things*,—relief maps, spears, models of houses, etc, 
Memorlzi ng is at its highest possibilities. A life 
equipment should now be acquired and stored away. The thirty five 
memory passages indicated here are by no means as impossible or ex-
oessive task. Yet if they are acquired, and the other norratives 
thoroughly fixed by constant review, the youth wi-.1 go out Into life 
better equipped in Biblical instruction and moral and religious 
materials than are nine out of ten of the adults of the present 
generation. 
may, tiieraj. summarize the psychological opportunities and 
duties of pre adolescence tin one word,— drill. 
Preadolescence 
Ruth lsl-lla, lb-22, 
2:1-17 
1:13-17 
1 Ki. 3: 1-1? Solomon's Choice 





139: 1-18, 23-2U. 
Prov. 8, or Job 28, or either? 
Is. 9:1-7 K. 
11:1-9 The Messiah K. 
Is. ?3 Suffering - Servant M. 
Dan. 5s 1-31 Belshazzer's Feast 
Kt. 19: 16-30 Rich Young Man ? 
Mk. lb: 93-72, Trial 
19: 1-21 
Acts 6:8*15 Stephen 
7:5b- 8:1 
it 8:26-b0 Philip 
10: l-b8 Peter and Cornelius 
16: 6-bO At Philippi 
1 Cor. 13. The Greatest Thing in the World 
Heb. 11:1 - 12:2 The Hall of Fame. 
